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Sweden Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: 2nd edition 2016. Scale 1:900.000. This second version of Sweden is our
own artwork, replacing licensed artwork that is no longer available. This new version is printed on waterproof
paper, more for durability than need, is double sided (south half/north half) in our traditional colours
depicting elevations and showing roads, urban areas, attractions, airports, viewpoints, ferry routes, castles and
everything else that visitors should want. The road information is very clearly shown, with motorways in
blue, divided roads in green, major highways in orange, and secondary routes in red. The bridge from
Copenhagen is shown as well as approach roads through Denmark, but only northern areas of Norway and a
bit of Finland could be included in order to expand coverage to the max. This completes our country
coverage of Scandinavia with seven titles (including Iceland and Greenland) and separate maps of
Oslo/Bergen, Stockholm, and Helsinki.
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